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By letter of 26 August L977, the kesident of the Council of the
European communities consulted the European Parliament on the communication
from the commission of the European conununities to the council on the fast
breeder option in the community context - justification, achievements,
problems and action perspectives.

on 12 september 1977 the President of the European parliament referred
this communication to the committee on Energy and Research as the cqunittee
responsible and to the corunittee on Budgets for its opinion.

on 28 september 1977 the committee appointed I,[r Noe, rapporteur.

rt eonsidered the communication at its meetings of 13 october,
21 and 30 November, 20 December L977 and 2G .ranuary Lg7g, adopting the
motion for a resolution and explanatory statement unanimously at the last
of these meetings.

Present: Irrr Normanton, acting chairman and vice-chairmani Dtr veronesi,
vice-chairmant I'1r Noe', rapporteur; Lord Bessborough; llr DalyeII, draftsman
of an opinion; t'tr Ellis, l,!r Fioret, l{r ,rensen, !,!r pintat and I,!r Ripamonti.

rhe opinion of the committee on Budgets is annexed to this report.
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A

The Conrmittee on Energry and Research hereby'submits to the EuroSrean

parliament the following motion for a resolution together with a<planatory

etatement

ITOTION FOR A RESOLUTION

ernbodying the opinion of the European Parlian€nt on th€ cilnrnLcation fron
th€ Cosmission of the Europ€an Cqrununitiea to the Councll on the fast breeder
optlon in the Cmnunity cont€xt - juatification, achl-evement, problems and

aqLion lnrspectives
Illre Enropean hrllament,

- having regard to the coruflunication from the Commission of the EuroPean

conmunities to the council (coll(77) 361 final),

- having been consulted by the Council (Doc. 25L/771,

having regard to the report of the Conmittee on Energy and Reeearch, and

the opinion of the committee on Budgete (Doc. 5L9/771,

- recalling its previoue reEolutions in which it streEsed that the Comrunity

would have to turn to nuclear energy to mcet its energy requirements in
coming decades,

1. Recognizes that, on the basis of knorrn world oil reserves, of the rate of
dJ.scovery of new ollfields in recent years and the rate of grcnrth of corr
sumption of oil products, the oiI supply and price situation will become

critical before the end of this century and that therefore the Conununity

should reduce its imports to 5OO million t.o.e. per year by 1985;

2. Notes that a similar situation will arise for natural gas;

Considers that, while energy-saving measures are an important trErt of
Community energy policy, they must not lead to an increase in overall
energy costs which would damage economic performance, and that therefore
their impact is only llkely to reduce the rate of grorrth in energry demand;

Points out that the Community's special triosition of dependence on fuel
supplies justifies the adoption ,of measures different from those adopted
by certain other industrialized countries;

5. Points out that alternative energy "orrr.l= "'a 
pr"""rrt under study !.ri11

.on1y, at best, meet a small percentage of energy demand at the end of
the century;

6. Recognlzes that while coal constitutes the Community's greatest available
energy r€louEc€, it8 pioduction and consumption cannot be extended
sufficiently to fiII the reaultant energy gap alone without serious social,
economLc and environmental consequences and recognizes that the availability
of coal imports on economically acceptable tcrma cannot be predicted;

3.

4.
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7. Believes that the growth of consumption of electrical energy in the Community,

even by the most conservative estimate of extrnnsion of demand, will lead to
a doubling of present conaunption by the mid-199O's;

8. Considers, therefore, that nuclear energlf must be further developed if the
Corununity is to avoid an energy shortage frqn the mid-tr98O's onwardsi

9. Points out that knorun reserves of uranium which can be extracted at an

acceptable cost amount to an estimated 3.5 million tons and will therefore
be able to provide fuel for current thernal reactors and those due to come

on stream under current programmes for only a few decadesi

1O. Recognizes that plutonium, reprocessed frqn used uranium fuel elements, can

provide an additional source of fissile nu'cledr fuel;

11. Notes that plutomium may be mixed with uranium and used as fuel in existing
thermal reaetorsi

12. Recognizes, however, that fast breeder reactors may offer the possibility of
ueing reprocessed plutonium far more efficiently and that their future
introduction will reduce uranium consumption by a factor of 50 for the same

energy produced, thua extending the lifetime of nuclear fission resources
almoet indefinitely;

13. Considers that the exp€rience already gained fronr the operation of exper-
imental and prototype fast reactors in the Comnunity since 1951 to be very
encouraging for the future development of these reactorst

14. Asks that the studies and experiments on the industrialization of sodium-
cooled fast breeder reactors, including the fuel cycle, be pursued as one

of the progranunes for the installing and otrrration of thermal reactors
which are essential to provide sufficient quantities of plutonium to get
a fast reactor progratnme under way;

15. Recognizes that consistent attention has alwayE been trnid to the Eafety
of fast breeder reactors and calls on the Commission to l-ntensify its
current efforts to\^rards harmonizatl.on, at Cqununity and international leve1,
of design, construction and safety standards of this type of reactor;

16. Requests that the introduction in the Community of irradiated fuel re-
processing plants must be limited to as few as possible $rith, however,
eufficient reprocessing capacity to assure that all used fuel elements
from thermal reactors can be reprocessed vrithout undue delay and that
adequate quantities of plutonium are provided for use in the demonstration
fast breeder reactors;

L7. Insists that adequate checks be carried out at Community and at inter-
national level for the control of plutonium and that all civilian re-
processed plutonium is so treated during reproceBsing ae to reduce its
eultablllty for the fabrleation of nuclear explosLvee;
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18. Requests, moreover, that the Conunission continue ite studies of nuclear
parts at Community level to avoid. unnecessary transport problems;

19. Notee the industrial cooperation agreements for the developnent of fast
breeder reactors in Europe and calls upon the CcnnniEsion to make every
effort to ensure that this eooperation extends to the whole Connrunity

and includes the manufacture of the princtpal conponentgi

20. AEks that studieg on the 'burning' of trans-uranium products obtalned
frqn the reproceasing of irradiated fuel in order to shorten considerably
their radioactive life, be pursued and intensified and take into account

the possibility of using fast reactors for this purpose;

21. Requests the Commission to encourage the,study of any measures which
might improve the technical, economic and industrial solutions for
ensuring that fissile materials and in particular plutonium are used

only for peaceful ends, in accordance with the EIIRASOIi Treaty;

22. Approves the Commission's ccrrmitment to support the develotrment of sodium-

cooled faet breeder reactors, but asks that study and research be carrled
out also on other fast breeder cycles, in particular those which are
conpletely free of any rigk of nuclear weapons proliferation;

23. Coneiders that only when the first cqrunercial demonstration fast breeder
reactors have been operating for an adequate time can a decision be made

for the further developnent of this type of reactori

24. Asks the Commission and the governments of the llember States to introduce
a vigorous programme to inform public opinion about the 'nuclear problem'
and requeEts that a specific report be submitted on the problems relating
to Conununity financing of the energy policy.
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B

EXPIATiBTORY STATEMENT

I.Introduction

I. The Commission of the European Conmunities has submitted to the Council
a conm.rnication (COlt(77) 361 final) on the fast breeder option in the
Conrmunity context - justification, achievements, probleme and action perspectives.

2. This doeument is one of a set of three (Orientations jJr the matter of
reproceEsing, radioactive waste disposal and fast breeder reactors) on the
Cormnunity's future nuclear etrategy. It starts with the premise that, in
view of their heavy dependence (about 58% in 1976) on inqrorted primary energy
(particularly in the form of hydrocarbons), the lrtember States of the Europoan

Commrnity are in a rather difficult situation. The Cormnunity must therefore,
ln addition to energy saving and rational utilization programmes, have

recourae to nuclear energy aE a means of reducing this dependence and

divereifying ite aources of eupply in accordance with the objectives of the
Conrmunltyts energy policy as laid dorn by the Council.

3. The Council will have to decide before 1978 on the Communityrs interna:
nuclear strategy on the basis of these three connmrnications.

Hohrever, consideration also has to be given to the line the Nine will have

to take in international negotiations following the economic sunrmit in London

and President Carter's pronouncements on the nuclear fuel cycle.

4. The foIlow-up to this Comrnunication will be of particular interest to
the Community and the ltlember States becauee of the inportant role which nuclear
energy will play in reducing their dependence on importg of oil.

5. Aseuming therefore a continuous and progressive deterioration in the
comnunity hydrocarbon supply eituation after the year 2000, and taking into
account the Commtnity'E strong dependence on outaide sources for its uranium
eupplles and the uncertainty about the quantities of uranium that are likely
to be available to the Conm:nity, efforts rmst be directed torrrards fast breeder
reactors.

5. Fast reactors would make it possible for the Cormtunityts assured stocks
of uranium to meet power station demand for a very long time (centuries).
Indeed the quantity of fissile material produced by fast reactors is greater
than the quantity of fiseile material used. It has been calculated that fast
reactors can extract at least 60 timee more energy from uranium than existing
thermal reactore. By ueing this tlpe of reactor, 51000 tons of uranium eould
produce as much energy as the oil in the North Sea (theae reaerves being
approxlmately 3,000 miIllon tons) .
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z. on these bases the commission invites the council to agree !

- that the comrmrnity and its Itlember statee muEt preserve the option of makingfaet breeder reactore available to utilities on a commerciar basis during
the early 90s

that the demonstration of the faet breeder technologies by industry shourd
continue without interruption and that at the same time increased effort
ehould be appried towarde achieving fulry adequate performance of this
reactor 'y'tem in terms of safety, radiol0gical protection and ilpact on
the environment

- that the commrnity should support the inrtrllementation of the above objectives.
II.The enercrv situation in the Communitv

8. To understand the irq>ortance of bringing
conruercial use in the Cormunity by the I99O.s,
the Community!s energy situation.

fast breeder reactors into
it is neceasary first to examine

9. The Community has a quite marked
mainly In the form of hydrocarbon; in
lnported into the Cornmunity was 5g%.

depend,ence on imported primary energy,
1976 the proportlon of primary energy

t0' This eituatlon is likery to get r,rorse in future. Aceording to informed
sourees (eee the Exxon report of March 1g77) the availability and price ofoil will become critical in about 15 years time.

11- Eor some years now the potentiar of new detrlosits found
(expressed in barrels per day) is lower than the consunqrtion
same period. This means that we have been eating into rryorld
aome years now.

in the world
noted over the
oil regerves for

12- rt wourd thus be disastrous to continue towards the
deposits over a period depending on the rate of lncreaEe
the rate at which new deposits can be found.

exhuastion of oil
in consurq>tion and

13 ' rt ie clear that at the end of the century we Ehalr be faced by a criticalsituation with regard to oil eupplies i.n the world and even more sro in thecoumunity' similarly, it is likely that natural gas deposits will eventuarly
be exhausted.

L4' Messrs' Hafele and sassin of the rrAsA in vienna have made a forecast forenergy consumption beyond the turn of the century (2030), the main findings ofwhich confirmed the trend mentioned above:
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consunption
consumPtion

:35TW
ofTTW

(1 Tw equals Io12 watts) as against the present
and comprising

5 TW oiI, 9de and coal ) -) 12 TW fossil fuels
7 T!{ coal for the production of methanol )

9 TW eleetrical energy from nuclear power statlons
IO Tw methanol produced using heat developed by nuclear reactors
5 TW methanol produced using solar energy

15. Although merely an indication, this forecast does shoru the decisive
contribution which nuclear energy will have to make at a relatively early
date.

16. Therefore, attention must be given to world uranium supplies to see how

tha forecast future nuclsar eonsumption can be squared with the availability
of fuel.

L7. Uranium ie at present the most important primary material of the
nuclear induetry.

Uranium is an element which is used almost exclusively in the nuclear
field; because of this, the world market has been subject to the changes in
demand caused by the changes in pace of nuclear development itself.

18. The proven world reserves of uranium and estimated additional resources,
with an extraction price lower than $30/1b amount to some 3.5 million tons,
of which only 3.5% is found within the Community.

19. Assuming that the diplomatic negotiations at present under way can be

conducted ekiltfutly enough to guarantee a supply of I.2 out of 3.5 million
tons of uranium to the Commrnity, which is an optimistic figure in view of
the present stand taken by countries having uranium deposits, this guantity
would only be adequate to feed the light water reactors due to come into service
in the Conrmunity for a number of decades.

20. Ivloreover, given the Comrmrnityts strong dependence on uranium iuports, the

'price! which the community wil-I have to pay will certainly be higher than the
textraction cost' and will depend not only on commercial but on political-
considerationg. The exanpLe of oil is particularly apt here.

2L. I.2 million tons of uranium would be sufficient to supply an installed
Pc,t er of 200 GIII for thirty years if the irradiated fuel were not reprocessed
and 250 GW if the uranium and plutonium recovered from reprocessing were
reutilized in the light water reactors; in energy terms these two povrer

figures eorresPond to 10,000 million tons oil equivalent and t3 thousand
million t.o.e. respectively. The same figures appty to other t]rpes of reactor
like the l,Iagnox and the AGR.

p1ant,
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22. The installed power of light water reactors in the Community in 1976

wae 20 GW; the figure forecast for 1985 is 80-90 GW and in 2000 in may reaeh
200-300 cw.

23. These figures show that light water reactors may gradually replace
conventional oll-fired power stations between now and 2000 but they will not
for long meet the requirements of the next century.

24. Hence the following generation will unfortunately have to cope almost
simultaneously with the exhaustion of oil and natural gas and, later,
uranium.

25. On the other hand, the above mentioned figure of 3.5 million tons for
the total resterves of natural uranium corresponds in energy terms to two
thirds of the known reserves of oiI. These figures do not however allow for
the regults of current mining research to determine the potentially more
coetly usable deposits among the 160,000 million tons of uranium which are
distributed in the top 2,OO0 metres of the earth,g ctrust,.

26. The discovery of new deposits at world level does not guarantee that the
Community will no longer be dependent on uranium inports. The e:qrloitation
of higher cost deposits wiLl not protect the Conrmunity from the progressive
increase in energy costs (in real terms).

III.The fast reactor fuel cycle

27. Coupared with water reactors the fuel cycle for fast reactors is in
many ways mrch sirpler. There are no stages involving isotopic enrichment
of uranium, conversion or reconversion.

The whole cyele conEists of:

(a) the manufacture of elements based on plutonium and uranium (natural or
depleted) ;

(b) the burn-up period;
(c) the recovery of plutonium and disposal of waste.

28. A large quantity of plutonium is neceEsary to start off the plant both
as regards the initial quantities present (3.I t.,/GWe) and the requirements
for at least tvro years (1.5 x 2 = 3 t./GWe), the time needed until plutonium
recovered from the irradiated fuel becomes available.

29. To set up a fast reactor it is necessary to recover the plutonium produced
by approximately 25 LWRg in one year, or from approximately 20 yearE operation
of a slmilar FBR (doubling time).

30. Once under wErfr the fagt reactor neede a quantity of natural or depleted
uranium of only L.5 t./year collE)ared with the 100 t.,/year of natural uranium
necessary for an LlrlR which conpletely recycl-es the fuer recovered.
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IV.The plutonium problem

31. We believe that the closing of the fuel cycle, that is to say the
reprocessing of irradiated fuel, the recycling of fuel and the treatment of
radioactive vrastes, consisting of fission products and fuel which has not
been recovered, should go ahead.

32. We feel that this should be supported because the topen cyclet which
provides for the direct disposal of irradiated fuel has the folloring drawbacks;

- the limited energy resources involved in the open cycle, which allows only
for the use of thermal reactors, which for the most part do not recover fuel;

- the risks involved in the disposal of the spent fuel elemente, in the
absence of suitable procedures for isolating and fixing radioactive wastc.

33. The high toxicity of this substance, the risks of uncontrolled proliferation
and the theoretical possibility that groups of terrorists could uEe it to build
rudimentary nuclear devices are certainly matters which deserve cloee attention;
however, we should not forget that plutonium is produced by thermal reactora
and that a fast reactor can, depending on ho\,{ the core is planned and how it
ig run:

(a) produce more plutonium than it consumes, thus increasing the nurnlcer of
fast reaetors in the system;

(b) produce less plutonium than it consumes, thus burning up plutonium;
(c) produce a different fissile substance, U'233, which is an excellent

substance for HTR reactors which, producing high tenperature heat, can

extend the uses of nuclear energy beyond the production of electrical
energy.

34. We can, even now, identify a strategy which will permit the recycling
of fissile material in such a vray as to greatly reduce the possibility of
terrorist use of plutonium.

35. This can be done by concentrating on one site the plants for reprocessing
nuclear fuel and for manufacturing plutonium fuel elements. In this way

plutonium on its own is present only within this site (a nuclear park if it
has several reactors), whil-e only the irradiated or fresh fuel, diluted with
uranium, is transported outside.

36. In conclusion, a massive industrial research and development effort on the
fuel cycle after irradiation appears essential.
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V. The role of fast breeder reactors

37. This scarcity of uranium resources in comparison with the quantities
needed to supply \^tater reactors derives essentially from the fact that
water reactors use only a tiny fraction (less than 1%) of the potential
ener5fy in natural uranium; fast reactors, however, are, theoretically,
able to use almost all this potential energy.

38. on the other hand, all reactors using IJ238 as a fertlle material
i.e. all reactors using natural, enriched or depleted uraniumr produce

plutonium, part of which is fissioned in situ and the rest discharged
with the irradiated fuel. Every reactor produces plutonium in direct
proportion to the electrical energy produced. This proportional relation-
ship is a characteristic feature of this type of reactor.

39. Fast reactors are not partioularly great plutonium producers but they
do use uranium very efficiently.

The folloruing tablel s"t= out some very interesting figures:

Tlzpe of reactor Plutonium
Produetion (xx)
@hM per year)

Graphite-9as
(Magnox)

HWR (Candu)

Lt{R

FBR

AGR

HTR

(low enrichment)

595

502

260

2L4

t87
115

kg natural uranium
Fissile plutonium.
Depleted uranium

Uranium
consumption

(x)
(k1/Wtt year)

300

168

173

Z (xxx)

165

136

Utilization
of uranium
(tlw year,zlcs)

0 .0033

0 .005 9

0.0058
0.5
0.006
0.0073

(x)
(pr)

(p<x)

40. The qreat advantaqe of fast reactors is that their uranium requirenents
are much snaller than tho s of reactor.
However the eventual introduction of this type of reactor as an essential
element of electricity production in the Community will,require adequate

supplies of plutonium produced by thermal reactors.

drawn up by the OEDC
Atomic Energy Agency

With allowance for reprocessing losaes

Nuclear Energ,y Agency and the
(1e76,)

1 Prorn a report
International
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41. It should also be pointed out that, contrary to popular belief,

the presence of fast breeder reactors in an electricity production network

involvee slightly lower quantities of plutonium than those involved when

only light vrater reactors are used, for the sErme amount of energy produced,

of course.

42. Tine link between fast reactors and the 'plutonium economy' is not

attributable to the presence of greater quantities of plutonium but to

the fact that in order to use this kind of reactor the uranium and plut-

onium must be separated frqn the fission products in the irradiated fuels.

43.

of plutonium available to supplv the new reactors.

44. We must therefore look to a combined system made up of the type of

reactor at preEent in service together with the fast reactors; our

objective must be to perfect this system as a whole.

The overalt uranium utilization efficiency of a system composed of thermal

and fast reactors will depend upon the relative proportion of thermal

and fast reactors present at any time and will increase trith the ProPortion
of fast reactore to total nuclear installed power'

45. The maximum utilization efficiency in a system containing 1i9ht

water cooled thermal reactors and sodium cooled fast reactors is approached

when the proportion of fast reactors lies in the range 5O-7O%.

(a) Elels-gE-gsvslese!!-eE-fcs!-E=esler reactors

45. The concept of the fast reactor originhteO with Enrico Fermi, who

prepared the first design in 1944.

The first experimental nuclear plant to produce electricity was

the FBRI which began operation in the United States in 195I.

47. The initiative was taken first by the Americarrs; then in the early
50,e the Russians ateo began working in this area and in 1954 the

British experimental DFR was opetted.

48. France, which was later to make the mOst Progress, began to take an

interest in this type of reactor 20 years ago in 1957. Research activities
and the construction of PrototyPes became more rapid in all countries
in the 1950's.
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49. ln the last 20 years almost all the Member States of the Community
have been involved in the development of fast breeder reactors cooled
by liquid metal (sodium).

50. The exPense of developing these programmes has been considerable
(approximately two and a harf thousand milrion units of account);
the results have been exceptionally good and are very promising.

51. At present the financial effort in developing experimental, prototype
and demonstration reactors amounts to some 3O% of the total expenditure
on energy research and developnent.

52. The following table taken from the Commission's communication sets
out the current situation:

(x) In collaboration with Italy, the Federal Republic of cermany,
Belgium and the Netherlands

(xx) rn eorraboration with Bergium and the Netherrands. UK is
involved through a nominal participation of the Central
Electricity ceneratj.ng Board (CEGB) at the utility level

(xxx) In collaboration with France, Italy, Belgium and the Netherlands
(xxxx) fn collaboration with Belgiurn and the Netherlands

Country Experimental
reactors

Test
Reactors

Prototypes
(200-300!.rw)

Demonstration
plants

(|y' Lzo1l'{flr.)

United
Kingdom

DFR
(1e53)

PFR
(Le74)

CFR
(project not
yet adopted)

France Rapsodie Ph6nix
(Le74)

Super-Ph6nix
(x)

(1e82 )

Federal
Republic of
Germany

KNK II (xxxx)
(L977 )

sr,rn sd6*)
(1e82 )

SIIR 2 (xxx)
(project not
yet adopted)

ftaly PEC
(1e81 )
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53. Several experiment,al reactors and Prototype reactors have been

successfully constructed and operated. One large station (Super-Ph6nix,

1,200 MW) is under construction in France and a further two of equal

power are in an advanced state of design ,in Germany and Great Britain,
whilst a reactor designed to test fuel elements (the PEc) is being

constructed in Italy.

54. These advances have not been equatred anlzwhere else in the world;

the Community's nuclear industry wil-I therefore be able to play a verY

funportant role in this field, providing that the Programmes at present

laid down are continued without inter::uption. Important cooperation

agreements have been made, the first <>ne being an initiative taken by

European electricity producers at the IINIPEDE congress in Zermatt in
August 1959.

55. This cooperation embraces not only the Producers of electrical
€nerg{r who participate in these projects because of the importance

which as users they attribute to fast reactors, but also the main

nuclear industries and the Member States' nuclear research centreg.

56. A Fast Reactor Coordinating coruniLtee was set up in the Cdununity

by Council decision of April 1970.

Unfortunately this fruitful cooperation began before Great Brltain's
accession to the Community. As a result, the United Kingdom's efforts
are insufficiently well coordinated with the other mernbers. We consider
it extremely desirable that efforts should be made towards cloeer
coordination.

57. Elsewhere the most advanced plants are in Russia where a 350,0001$^t

prototype, which is also used to desaLinate the salt waterofthe Caspian

Sea, ie in operation, and the BN 600 of 5OO,0O0 kw is under conetruction.
In the United States the FFTF reactor for testing fuel elements, and

hence which suppties onty thermal powerl is already completed and is
about to be put in operation.

vr.The safetv problems

58. The safety of a reactor, which essentially is a heat exchanger in
which heat is transferred from the fuel cans to the coolant, depende

21
on the power density (Mlrlatts per m'oE core)- and of the thermo-hydraulic
characteristics of the core itself.

The nature of the coolant, in this case liquid sodium, mdY complicate
the problems.

' The core comprises all the components which produce and channel the
heat of fission from its place of origin.
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59. we shall now consider some specific aspects of fast reactors:

(a) ggglgs-s99l]!g-

This type of cooling has been preferred from the outset because

of two favourable characteristics i.e. Iow vapour pressure at the
operating temperature (between 4000 and 5OOo) and good thermo-hydrautic
characteristics (viscosity, thermal capacity and conductivity). This
first feature means that the fast reactor needs only a low operating
pressure (2-3 atmospheres).

60. These factors also make it possible to use a normal thermo-dynamic

cycle (similar to that of conventional thermal stations) with consequent

advantages in the cost of the turbo-alternator set, which is more compact

than for a water reactor, and in the thermo-dynamic efficiency, which
makes it possible to minimize thermal discharge into the environment.

Efficiency is between 33% and 4096 higher, whieh is quite considerable.

61. Sodium however is difficult to handle, since it reacts violently
with water and air; its use therefore requires particular care.

62. one definite requirement is to avoid leakage from the sodium circuits.
This is ensured by design, guality control procedures and adequate

instrumentation.

53. The most active of theee circuits are located in enert atmospheres
(argon'or helium) so that any sodium losses which do occur will- not
have serious effects; the almost complete absence of o:<ygen would

limit and localize the effects.

64. Particular attention must be given
generation of eteam involveg a masgive
on the one hand and waterr ptrug steam,

other.

to the steam generator; the
exchange of heat between sodium

plus superheat,ed steam, on the

65. The steam generator consists of large heat exchange surfaces made

up of a large number of tubee desigrned and constructed with materials
guch that their durability is guaranteed throughout the life of the
Poh,er station.

66. The accident which occurred in L974 in the Russion reactor BN 350

vlas apparently due to the heat exchanger. Designers usually adopt

snall diameter tubes in order to lirnit the amount of water and sodium

which could come into contact with one other.
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(b) g9r9-99989!rxr-p9,r-f9r-9g!sr!x-.a19-lbegg:lxlgeglis-sbercs!egrgltss
of the coolant

57. These three factors will be considered together because the phenomena

which can ariee in practice are closely linked.
Although the probability of a serious and complicated accident endangering

the core is considered to be extremely onall, designers, the authorities
reeponsible for safety and the users do consider the consequences of
euch an accident for the plant, the staff and the pogulation and environ-
ment, in order to prepare suitable arrangements to contain the damage

and have tirne to take adequate countemeasures.

58. fn particular it is necessary to prevent the release of harmful

substances including fission products and plutonium. One of the moet

serious accidents envisaged is that of core meltdorrrn because of insuf-
ficient cooling or vrorse, because of a sudden rise in reactivity following
a rapid ejection of one or more of the control rods.

59. In this caee the chain reaction would continue until the core was

destroyed, but this would not lead to a setious eacape of fission
producte from the primary containment, since this is in fact designed

to cope with this hypothetical accident.
The largely molten core would then rest at the bottom of the reactor
with very little cooling.

70. The heat-transfer fluid and the incorporation of the whole primary
cooling system in the core eliminate the risk of a sudden loss of
coolant.

Nonetheless one can imagine a reduction in cooling because of a

deceleration in the rate of flow.

The metal components and the sodium have a considerable capacity
to absorb heat.

71. On shutdown, the residual power can be evacuated frcnr the reactor
core by simple natural convection becauee the desigrn is of the 'pool
reactor' type.

Furthermore it is extremely unlikely that atI four circulating
pumps would stop simultaneously since there is a standby power supply
from four independent generator sets.

72. However the provision of additional control rods and their timely
insertion into the core can stop the initial transient at the outset.
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73. For example, the 55 MrW Enrico Fermi reactor had a localized accidcnt
in an aaeernbry in 1966. This accident did not have any radio-logical
effects but merely put the reactor out of service.

The abeence of any harmful effects walr due to the correct functioning
of the normal autonratic protection systems.

74. Fully conecious of the problems of fast reactor safety, the lteuiber
states are arready spending approximatery 50 milrion u.a. annually on
research. The present $q)enditure by the cormunity is approximataly
10 miltion u.a. for progratrnes being carried out at the iloint Research
Centres at Ispra (ftaty) and Karlsruhe (Germany).
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

75. The document presented by the commission of the EuroPean communities

which we are considering starts with a brief statement of the community's

dependence on imports of hydrocarbons'

rt does not base its remarks on precise energy foreca8ts, but provldes

the basic elements which will determine possible future developments; it

puts for.vrard valid argum€nts in support of contlnuing curr€nt research and

develoPment on fast reactors'

76. Ae regardg the comnunity's dependence on uranium imPorts, it gives an

estimate of currently available resources at a given price'

on the relatively optimistic assumption that the community can have

access to a third of world uranium resources, it reaches the conclusion that

the Community's nuclear Programme will be effectively limited'

77. It can be deduced that, apart from the alteration in the available

options whieh would be brought about by a sharp increase in the price of

uranium, such as more rapid development of fast breeder reactors, it is

clear that excessive changes in the cost of'natural uranium would alter one of

themeEfu[rortant economic and social assumptions on which the introduction

of nuclear energy is based.

7A. your rapporteur beliaves that in vlaw of the above considerations any

reduction in the rate of development of the demonstration phaae of fast

breeder reactorE would completely compromise the option of having these

reactors available on an industriar basis within fifteen years and wourd

greatly prejudice our future energy options by brutally interrupting the

technology which has been under way for twenty years'

79. The development of the fast breeder reactor in the Community is unequalled

in the world. over the last twenty years more than $2,500 million has been

spent and current expenditure represents approximately 30% of the whole energy

researeh and develoPment budget.

80. llany experimental and prototllge fast breeder reactors have been built

and operated successfully. A large Power station of l' 200 M!{ is under con-

struction(Super-Ph6nix,France), and two more are at the advanced design stage

(in the United Kingdom and the Federal Republic of Germany). There is a

gror^'ing tendency among Member states to cooPerate on the building of fast

breeder reactors.
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73. For example, the 66 lt{rt{Enrico Fermi reactor had a localized aceident
in an aseenrbry in 1955. Thie accident did not have any radio-logical
effects but merely put the reactor out of service.

The abeence of any harmful effeeta ldaa due to the correct functioning
of the normal automatic protection systems.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

75. The document presented by the commission of the European communities

which we are considering starts with a brief statement of the community's

dependence on imports of hydrocarbons'

It does not base its remarks on precise enetgy foreca8ts, but provldes

the basic elements which will determine possible future developments; it

puts forward valid arguments in support of continuing current research and

development on fast reactors.

76. As regards the community's dependence on uranium imports, it gives an

estimate of currently available resources at a given price'

on the relatively optimistic assumption that the community can have

accessr to a third of world uranium reeources, it reaches the conclusion that

the community's nuclear programme will be effectively limited.

77. It can be deduced that, aPart from the alteration in the available

options which would be brought about by a sharp increase in the price of

uranium, such as more rapid development of fast breeder reactors' it is

clear that excessive changes in the cost of'nadural uranium would alter one of

themCE irnportant economic and social assumptions on which the introduction

of nuclear energy is based.

7A. your rapporteur believee that ln vlew of the above considerations any

reduction in the rate of development of the demonstration phase of fast

breeder reactors would completely comPromise the option of having these

reactors available on an industrial basis within fifteen years and would

greatly prejudice our future energy options by brutally interrupting the

technology which has been under way for twenty years'

79- The develoPment of the fast breeder

in the world. Over the last twenty years

spent and current expenditure rePresents

research and develoPment budget.

reactor in the Community is unequalled

more than $2,500 million has been

approximately 30% of the whole energy

80. llany experimental and prototlrye fast breeder reactors have been built

and operated successfully. A large pourer station of I,200 Mw is under con-

struction(Super-ph6nix,France), and two more are at the advanced design stage

(in the United Kingdom and the Federal Repqblic of Germany). There is a

growing tendency among Member States to cooPerate on the building of fast

breeder reactors.
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8r. I4ore than twenty years wourd be needed to imprement a programme to
put fast breeder reactors on the market. A more extensive programme will
probably be required in the first quarter of the next century to support
the community programme and at the same time reduce annual uranium require-
ments.

52. In this sector, however, it must
is well advanced in reactor desigm, is
CommiEeion, before proposing research
examine how delays in solving problems

fuele could lead to equivalent delays
themselves.

83. Our committee therefore believes
the technology from a safety point of
the fact that the teehnical solutions ,

reactors at present in operat,ion.

be recognizEd that cooperation, which
sadly lacking and we call upon the

and development m6asures proper, to
connected with recycling fast reactor

in the development of the reactors

that as regards the acceptability of
view, there are problems arising from
differ from those adopted for t,hermal

Hoerever, as regards the fgcycllng of fuels in
so far appear somewhat inadeguate, in particular as
cooperation at European level.

85. The Commission proposes to give absolute priority
demonstration projects on fast reactors, including the
methods such as Euratom roans or possible community aid

fast reactors efforts
regards moves towards

84- As regards the technical obstacles arising from the different standards
in force, we must not repeat the errors conunltted with lightwater reactors
where industrial standardization was racking from the outset.

since fast reactors are of specifically European technology - Europe is
certainly in the forefront in this fietd - it would be useful to provide
right away for that standardization which would open up markets within the
Community.

to the financing of
fuel cycle, using
in the form of loans.

Your rapporteur agrees with the commission in recognizing the complexity
of the problems involved in the development of new technology such as this
and the consequences of any delays for those who are in the forefront in
this eector.

85. Lastly, in the Communication to the Council, the Commission analyses in
detail existing or planned programmes in the community. we believe, however,
that the community should make greater efforts in progranmes related to the
safety of fast reactors.
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A7. These effortE would .lmprove existing cooperation at natianal level,
intensify and increase the efficiency of national effortc and pave the way

for the introduction of fast brEeder reactors thtD.ugh a eoherent Conmunity

approach.

We believe that the Conunission should in 1978 present proposals aimed

at intensifying joint research and developrnent activitles on fast reactors.
ltoreover, it should put fonrard proposals for the irplencntation of guide-
lines on design, manufaeture and inepeetion standarde.

88. In conclusion, the Committee on nnergf and Research supportg the
propoaals made by the Conunission to th6 Council. Nevertheleaar it calls
upon the Cornrnission to continue itE activitiee in the fleld of eafety and

to make more Epecific proposals next year, after consulting the European

Parliament.
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oprNroN oF THE COr,!{rIT-EE_!N_BUDGETg

Drafteman: llr T. DALYELL

At its meeting of 2 November 1977, the Conunittee on Budgets appointed

ltr Tam DALY-ELL draftsrnan for the opinion.

At ite meeting of z{.-25 November 1977 the comnittee discussed and

unanimously approrred the draft oplnion.

Present: !!r Lange, chairman, !'!r Da1yell, draftmran of the opinion,

t1r Alber, Lord Bessborough, Lord Bruce of Donington, l{r Dankertr l'!r L'Estrange,

l,!r Notenboqn, l.tr Rilrmonti, !!r Shaw and l'lr Spinelli'
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The case for Communitv involvement in the development of fast breeders

1. The Commission, in its interesting paper, concludes that the Community
and its Member St.ates should preserve the option of making fast breeder
reactors available to utilities on a conmercial basis during the early I99Os.

2. Their arguments are based on the likelihood of a world-wlde energy
deficiency and the fact that fast breeders could extract as much as 50 times
more energy from the limited uranium supplies available than conventional
nuclear reactors.

3. Both in this paper and in accompanying documents, the commission
recognises the controversial nature of the fast breeder option and the
concerns about safety. Nonetheless, it concludes that despite the risks,
which it believes can be minimised if conrnercial interests are subject to
strict public and supranational control, the Community should persevere in
the develoPment of commercially viable fast breeders as the only certain way
of ensuring a sufficient supply of world energy in the next century to cope
with the needs of the developed and developing nations.

4. As can be seen from'the Commission's docriment, the rate of development
is different in the different Member States. France is the only state as
yet to commit itself to the post-prototype phase, with the United Kingdom
and the Federal Republic of Germany currently examining projects. AII these
projects are characterised by an element of supranational cooperation, but
as the Commission points out, the financial effort. required is immense, not
merely because the initial investment j.s so considerable, but also because '

of risk. The projects in hand alone can be, expected to cost, together with
the associated reprocessing and recycling demonstration, some 5 to 6 billions
of 'units of account. 1

5. As the Commission also points out, the l,lember States which lead the
field are precisely those who will be exposed to the highest burden in
relat.ion to their own available resources.

I' Pag. L7 of the Corunission,s cqnmunication
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6. Becauee of the sums involved, the length of time
projects, the need to avoid delays and the novelty and
Commission concludes that it is necessary:

required to complete
risks implied, the

" for the community ao .orrariprlg ao ahg tin"rr"irro of f""a ,"".ao,
demonstrat+on proiects, in_crudinq their fums offinancial instruments which exist or @l[--

7. In any rational view of the tasks which should be assigned to the
community, and therefore financed by the comniunity budget, large scare
investments of this kind would seem to have priority, if the political
problems can be overcome.

Means of proceedinq

8. Because the Commission has taken the stance urging the preservation of
this option, it has launched three papers :

- Fast breeders COM(77) 361 final
- Reprocessing COl{(77) 331 final
- Waste disposal COM(72) 397 final.

9. rt is crear that these papers cannot be considered entirery in
isolation. Furthermore, it is apparent that the Commission communication
is a very general document containing much on which to reflect. The interest
of the Committee on Budgets will be aroused by this proposal but it will not
be possible for the committee to come to a definitive view until a very
detailed communication from the Commission can be provided to describe the
financial instruments that it has in mind and the extent of the cost
involved. Until this time, only an interim reaction can be provided by the
Committee on Budgets.

10. The Committee will have to resist the temptation of embarking upon a

major political debate on the pros and cons of fast breeder reactors. To do
this would be to encroach upon thepreserve of the Committee on Energy and
Research. The committee on Budgets must limit itself to the financial aspects
of the Commission's proposal.

I ,"g. 18 of the Commission's communication
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11. However, it is the responsibility of the committee on-Brrdg.ets to examine
the basic feasibility of the commission's proposar and to this end your
draftsman wrote to several leading authorities in the energy field asking
for their reactions to the Commission's communication. rncluded in this
survey were the potenti.rl users such as the Central Electricity Generating
Board and the Electricity Council, to cite examples from one of the
Member States.

L2. The general view of these bodies i{ras support for the conclusions listed
on page 18 of the document. Again, the support can only be expressed in
general terms since the conclusions themselves are not specific. ft will be
necessary to carry out a further and wider consultation once the financial
instru[ents and the degree of community involvement have been proposed.

Preoccupations of the Committee on Budqets

13. rn order that the commission may be informed of the kind of information
that the committee on Budgets will reguire and the conditions that might be
set, your draftsman would Propose that an inventory along the following 1ines
be set out:
(i) the decisions on the levels of community financial support should be

made during the budgetary procedure;
(ii) t}at whatever structure of financial support may be envisaged, where

aid is provided to commercial enterprises and where the commercial
enterprises benefit from the success of the operation, that aid should
be repayable to the Community budget,

(iii) that where recourse to special loans is envisaged in order to finance
investment in fast breeders, those loans should be fully budgetised
according to a Procedure to be laid down following consultation between
Council and parliament; I

(iv) that the commission shourd maintain responsibility for the management
of all community funds involved and that the setting up of a network of
management committees drawn from the Member States in anything other
than a consurtative capacity wourd not be acceptabre,.

(v) as regards the financial statement attached to any proposars, the
foJ_lowing information should appear:
- amounte reguired (minimal and maximal hypotheses),
- the explanation for these figures with methods of calculation,
- the breakdown according to financial years, and
- means of covering the extra expenditure.
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)4. It is worth bearing in mind that a small Community contribution is

already provided in this field through the work of the Joint Research centre

investigating safety aspects of the problem. Furthermore, the community

does provide some liaison support'

15. It is further clear that the present proposal is to be seen in the

context of an overarl renewed emphasis on energy as a community priority with

various instruments of community suPPort for existing and new sources of

ener9y.

J6. Given the finite nature of own resources and taking into account that

those limits may be reached simply as a result of a natural development of

the community budget, even were it not to take on tasks other than those

already carried out, it is possible that the community will be confronted

with a crisis in its financing if all the proposals being Put forward in

the energy sector are carried out with a sufficient community financial

contribut.ion. Your draftsman considers, however' that the development of
fast breeder reactors, along with thermonuclear fusion' should be considered
as a prioritY.
17. Your clraftsman suggests that in order to complete the information of

the budgetary authority, the Commission should provide a special report

on the problems of financing community energy investment within the limits

of own resources. This could be attached to the particular proposals on

support for fast breeders-

Concl usions

18. The Committee on Budgets takes not.e of the Commission's communication

which is extremely important in its implications for the Community budget in

future years. It considers that this type of activity,because of the scale '
costs ancJ supranatiOnal nature of the project, is most appropriate as the
subject of CommunJ-t1 finance.
19. rt has set ouC a series of conditions and requests for further information

which will have to be met at the stage of the presentation of detailed

proposa 1s.

20. Furthermore, it requests the submission of a special report on the

problems of financing Community energy policy'

21. The Committee on Budgets underlines that this is an interim view on the

basis of a general st.ltement from the commission. It does not prejudice in

any way the attiLude t-hat the Committee will take, either when it comes to

cx('rminc Lhe specific proposals from the Commission or during the appropriate

budge t proceclure .
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